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ABSTRACT

Completion rates for massive open online classes (MOOCs) are notoriously low. Identifying student patterns related to course completion may help to develop interventions that can improve retention and learning outcomes in MOOCs. Previous research predicting MOOC completion has focused on click-stream data, student demographics, and natural language processing (NLP) analyses. However, most of these analyses have not taken full advantage of the multiple types of data available. This study combines click-stream data and NLP approaches to examine if students’ on-line activity and the language they produce in the on-line discussion forum is predictive of successful class completion. We study this analysis in the context of a subsample of 320 students who completed at least one graded assignment and produced at least 50 words in discussion forums, in a MOOC on educational data mining. The findings indicate that a mix of click-stream data and NLP indices can predict with substantial accuracy (78%) whether students complete the MOOC. This predictive power suggests that student interaction data and language data within a MOOC can help us both to understand student retention in MOOCs and to develop automated signals of student success.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The considerable size of student populations in massive open online classes (MOOCs) requires educators and administrators to rethink traditional approaches to instructor intervention and the manner in which student engagement, motivation, and success is assessed [34]. As a result of differences between traditional classes and MOOCs, a new research agenda focusing on predicting or explaining attrition and overall student success in MOOCs has emerged. The most common data available for such analyses is click-stream data (i.e., student interactions within the MOOC software). Such data provides researchers with evidence of engagement within the course and activities associated with individual course goals [22] and, because of this, most research assessing student success in MOOCs has involved the examination of click-stream data. Additional approaches used in recent studies to assessing student success include the use of sentiment analysis tools to gauge students’ affective states [42, 43], linguistic features that measure the sophistication and organization of student writing within a MOOC [9], and individual difference measures such as student background and other demographic variables [16].

In this paper, we combine NLP and click-stream data approaches to examine success in an educational data mining MOOC as called for by Crossley and colleagues [9]. Thus, unlike prior research, we investigate the potential for NLP indices related to text length, social collaboration, sentiment analysis, text cohesion, syntactic complexity, lexical sophistication, and writing quality in conjunction with click-stream data such as lecture viewing and page views to predict MOOC completion. We hypothesize that developing complete and predictive understandings of student outcomes requires multiple sources of data and a variety of approaches because learning is not simple, but rather a complex process with multiple layers and time-scales. Relying on a single data source, be it language information or click-stream data, limits the potential for understanding student differences, especially when automated streams of data from different learner dimension are readily available.

As such, this paper’s aim is to create an automated model of MOOC success based on both click-stream and NLP indices. We focus on student completion rate because it is an important component of student success [20], not only in itself but because it predicts participation in a scientific community of practice after taking the MOOC [45]. The NLP tools we use in conjunction with traditional click-stream data open a wide array of opportunities for
better understanding student success. Our objective is to examine the efficacy of a combined approach in predicting the probability of MOOC course performance and completion. The long-term goal of this research is to inform interventions that provide personalized feedback in terms of language use and system interaction to MOOC students or their teachers in order to increase completion rate, as well as to increase scientific understanding of the factors associated with MOOC completion.

1.1 Click Stream Data in MOOCs

Researchers and instructors have embraced MOOCs for their potential to increase accessibility to distance and lifelong learners [24]. From a research perspective, MOOCs provide a tremendous amount of data via click-stream logs which provide detailed records of the students’ interactions with course content, including video lectures, discussion forums, assignments, and additional course content, within the MOOC platform. These data can be mined to investigate student completion [1, 2, 18, 19, 23, 39, 46] and student engagement [22, 38].

Typical measures computed from click-stream data and used in MOOC analyses includes variables related to the timing of actions, counts of the different possible types of actions, forum interactions and assignments attempts [37]. Timestamps in the click-stream have been used to compute average delays in watching lectures as they become available [38], time difference between assignment submissions and assignment deadlines [2, 38] or to identify students who are lagging behind [18]. Student interactions with course forums can be used to determine the number of times each student read different forum thread or contributed by posting on the forums [1]. Click-stream data has also been used to examine how students interact with course assignments by calculating the number of distinct problems a student attempts and the average number of submissions by problem [2]. Data about interaction with video lectures can be used to compute the percentage of available lectures that the student has watched [1, 19].

Click-stream has been used to build models predictive of whether a student will drop out of the course in the following weeks or fail to obtain a certificate of completion of the course [46]. Researchers have applied machine learning techniques, including logistic regression [2, 46] and hidden Markov models [1], in order to create models able to detect at-risk students early in the course. In addition, researchers have been able to develop models of student success based on click-stream data that can generalize to new courses [2, 46]. For instance, Balakrishnan [1] used click-stream data to examine the probability that a student would stay in the course for the following week. They reported high predictive power for students that remained in the class (F1 scores of .888), but low ability to identify the students that dropped (F1 scores of .115). A similar approach has also been applied to study student retention in e-Learning courses using learning management systems (LMS). Accuracy rates in these studies reach around 90-95% for data that includes course assignments performance (i.e., quiz grades and assignment completion) along with demographic information such as gender and work experience and click-stream data [26, 27].

In addition to the creation of predictive models of dropout, click-stream data has been used to study student engagement in MOOCs. Sharma and colleagues [38] studied the behavior of students in relation to pre-defined engagement profiles. In their study, they used data about graded assignment submissions to classify students as either an active student or a viewer. They further subdivided active students into categories indicating whether a student earned a certificate with distinction, completed the course, or failed and subdivided viewers into active viewers, passive viewers, wiki-users, dropout and completer. Kizilcec and colleagues [22] applied clustering algorithms to click-stream data in order to identify four engagement profiles, completing, auditing, disengaging and sampling, based on students’ weekly behavior in the course. As such, click-stream data has been shown to be a useful tool for mining and modeling student behavior in MOOCs in that it can predict completion, continued participation, and engagement.

1.2 NLP and MOOC Analysis

Less frequently mined than click-stream data (at least in the context of MOOCs) are data related to language use using NLP tools [7, 42, 43]. NLP refers to the computational examination of texts’ linguistic properties. NLP centers on how computers can be used to understand and manipulate natural language texts (e.g., student posts in a MOOC discussion forum) to do useful things (e.g., predict success in a MOOC) [8]. Traditional NLP tools focus on a text’s syntactic and lexical properties, usually by counting the length of sentences or words or using databases to compare the contents of a single text to that of a larger, more representative corpus of texts. More advanced tools provide measurements of text cohesion, the use of rhetorical structures, syntactic similarity, social collaboration, sentiment analysis, topic development, and sophisticated indices of word usage.

A number of analyses have used NLP techniques to investigate elements of MOOCs unrelated to student success. For instance, Elousazizi [17] used linguistic markers of point of view to determine that MOOC participants showed low levels of cognitive presence and engagement. Moon, Potdar, and Martin [32] used emotion terms and semantic similarity among participants to identify student leaders. Lastly, Chaturvedi, Goldwasser, and Daume [3] used words related to assessment, technical problems, politeness, and requests to predict instructor intervention.

The most common NLP approach to analyzing student language production in MOOCs has been through the use of sentiment analysis tools. Such tools examine language for positive or negative emotion words or words related to motivation or agreement, cognitive mechanisms, or engagement. Of relevance to the current study are sentiment analyses that predict student success such as Wen et al. [43], who examined the sentiment of forum posts in a MOOC to examine trends in students’ opinions toward the course and overall success. Wen et al. reported that students who used words related to motivation had a lower risk of dropping out of the course. In addition, the more students used personal pronouns in forum posts, the less likely they were to drop out of the course. In a similar study, Wen et al [42] reported a significant correlation between sentiment variables and the number of students who dropped from a MOOC on a daily basis. However, Wen et al. did not report a consistent relation between students’ sentiment across individual courses and dropout rates (e.g., in some courses, negative words such as “challenging” or “frustrating” were a sign of engagement), indicating a need for caution in the interpretation of sentiment analysis tools.

More recently, Crossley et al. [9] used a number of NLP tools to examine the sophistication of language in forum posts and whether or not the language used was predictive of MOOC
completion. Crossley et al. drew from a number of linguistic variables related to text cohesion, syntactic complexity, and lexical sophistication. Their analysis indicated that language related to forum post length, lexical sophistication, situational cohesion, cardinal numbers, trigram production, and writing quality were significantly predictive of whether a MOOC student completed the course or not (with an accuracy of 67%). Their findings supported the notion that students who demonstrate more advanced linguistic skills, produce more coherent text, and produce more content specific posts are more likely to complete a MOOC.

METHODS
The goal of this study is to examine the potential for NLP tools in conjunction with click-stream data to predict success in a MOOC. Specifically, we examine student interaction within the system and the language used by MOOC students in discussion forums to predict student completion rates. We do not investigate performance variables such as quiz grades and homework scores because completion and performance data strongly overlap.

2.1 The MOOC: Big Data in Education
The MOOC of interest for this study is the Big Data in Education MOOC hosted on the Coursera platform in 2013 as the inaugural MOOC offered by Teachers College Columbia University. It is the same MOOC investigated by Crossley and colleagues [9]. The MOOC was created in response to the increasing interest in the learning sciences and educational technology communities in learning to use EDM methods with fine-grained log data. The overall goal of this course was to enable students to apply a range of EDM methods to answer education research questions and to drive intervention and improvement in educational software and systems. The course covered roughly the same material as a graduate-level course, Core Methods in Educational Data Mining, at Teachers College Columbia University. The MOOC ran from October 24, 2013 to December 26, 2013. The weekly course comprised lecture videos and 8 weekly assignments. Most of the videos contained in-video quizzes (that did not count toward the final grade).

All the weekly assignments were automatically graded, and composed of numeric input or multiple-choice questions. In each assignment, students were asked to conduct an analysis on a data set provided to them and answer questions about it. In order to receive a grade, students had to complete this assignment within two weeks of its release with up to three attempts for each assignment. The best score out of the three attempts was counted towards the final grade. The course had a total enrollment of over 48,000 in the time before the official course end, but a much smaller number actively participated; 13,314 students watched at least one video; 1,242 students watched all the videos; 1,380 students completed at least one assignment; and 710 made a post in the discussion forums. Of those with posts, 426 completed at least one class assignment; 638 students completed the online course and received a certificate (meaning that some students earned a certificate without participating in the discussion forums at all).

1.3 Student Completion Rates
We selected completion rate as our variable of success because it is one of the most common metrics used in MOOC research [19]. We compute completion rates based on a smaller sample of forum posters as described below. “Completion” was pre-defined as earning an overall grade average of 70% or above. The overall grade was calculated by averaging the 6 highest grades extracted out of the total of 8 assignments.

1.4 Discussion Posts
Discussion posts are of interest within research on student participation in MOOCs because they are one of the few instances in x-MOOCs that provide students with the opportunity to engage in social learning [34, 43]. Discussion forums provide students with a platform to exchange ideas, discuss the lectures, ask questions about the course, and seek technical help, all of which lead to the production of language in a natural setting. Such natural language can provide researchers with a window into individual student motivation, linguistics skills, writing strategies, and affective states. This information can in turn be used to develop models to improve student learning experiences [34]. In the EDM MOOC, students and teaching staff participated in weekly forum discussions. Each week, new discussion threads were created for each week's content including both videos and assignments under sub-forums. Forum participation did not count toward student's final grades. For this study, we focused on the forum participation in the weekly course discussions.

For the 426 students who both made a forum post and completed an assignment, we aggregated each of their posts such that each post became a paragraph in a text file. We selected only those students who produced at least 50 words in their aggregated posts (n = 320). We selected a cut off of 50 words in order to have sufficient linguistic information to reliably assess students’ language using NLP tools. Of these 320 students, 132 did not successfully complete the course while the remaining 188 students completed the course.

1.5 Click-Stream Data

1.5.1 Lectures
Click-stream data allowed us to create variables related to the students’ interactions with video lectures during the course. First, we computed a global variable that indicated the average number of times, per active week (i.e., only the weeks in which the student was actively involved in the MOOC), where the student interacted with the lectures by accessing (viewing or downloading) a lecture (M = 12.51; SD = 6.59). Second, we computed the percentage of available lectures that a student had accessed at the end of each week (e.g., the percentage of 1st week lectures the student had accessed by the end of week 1, the percentage of 1st and 2nd week lectures that were accessed by the end of week 2). We refer to this variable as the student's weekly lecture coverage. This coverage was averaged across each week of student activity. Three versions of this variable were created depending on whether the student viewed the videos online (M = 0.66; SD = 0.28), downloaded the videos (M = 0.58; SD = 0.35), or accessed the videos using either method (M = 0.81; SD = 0.20).

1.5.2 Forum Interaction
We also used the click-stream data to create variables related to the students’ interactions with discussion forums. From this data, we computed averages, per week, of how much the student was active by measuring how often a student accessed a forum (M = 21.91; SD = 18.13), created a post (M = 2.11; SD = 1.46), or commented on an existing post (M = 1.91; SD = 1.15). In addition, we looked at students' interactions with the forum reputation system. When using the forum, students had the option of providing upvotes and downvotes on posts and comments to indicate whether it was useful or not. We computed the average number of times, per week of activity, that a student upvoted...
(M = 3.01; SD = 3.36) or downvoted (M = 1.54; SD = 1.12) a post or a comment on the forums.

1.5.4 Page Views
We computed two variables related to page views in the course. First, we computed a variable indicating the average number of times, per active week, that a student accessed any of the course's web pages (M = 81.53; SD = 45.54). Second, we computed a similar variable indicating the average number of times, per active week, that a student accessed the course's syllabus (M = 2.45; SD = 1.65).

1.5.5 Assignments
Finally, three variables were computed relative to the students' interactions with the course's assignments. First, we computed the average number of times, per active week, that a student submitted an assignment (M = 4.38; SD = 2.22). We also looked at how quickly students completed the assignments. We computed variables indicating the average time (in seconds), per active week, before an assignment's submission deadline that a student submitted first attempts (M = 645,801.7; SD = 356,234.4) and last attempts (M = 608,993.1; SD = 352,286.8).

1.6 Natural Language Processing Tools
We used several NLP tools to assess the linguistic features in the aggregated posts that were of a sufficient length (50 words). These included the Writing Assessment Tool (WAT [29]), the Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Lexical Sophistication (TAALES [25]), the Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Cohesion (TAACO [10]), ReaderBench (RB [11]), and The SEntiment ANalysis and Cognition Engine (SEANCE). The latter three tools were not used in Crossley et al. [9]. We provide a brief description of the indices reported by these tools below.

1.6.1 WAT
WAT was developed specifically to assess writing quality. As such, it includes a number of writing specific indices related to text structure (text length, sentence length, paragraph length), cohesion (e.g., local, global, and situational cohesion), lexical sophistication (e.g., word frequency, age of acquisition, word hypernymy, word meaningfulness), key word use, part of speech tags (adjectives, adverbs, cardinal numbers), syntactic complexity, and rhetorical features. It also reports on a number of writing quality algorithms such as introduction, body, and conclusion paragraph quality and the overall quality of an essay.

1.6.2 TAALES
TAALES is a freely available NLP tool that reports on a number of indices related to lexical sophistication. TAALES incorporates about 150 indices related to basic lexical information (e.g., the number of tokens and types), lexical frequency, lexical range, psycholinguistic word information (e.g., concreteness, meaningfulness), and academic language for both single words and multi-word units (e.g., bigrams and trigrams).

1.6.3 TAACO
TAACO is a freely available NLP tool that reports on a number of indices related to text cohesion. TAACO incorporates over 150 classic and recently developed indices related to text cohesion. The cohesion indices reported by TAACO evenly focus on local cohesion, global cohesion, and overall text cohesion. Local cohesion refers to cohesion at the sentence level (i.e., cohesion between smaller chunks of text such as noun overlap between sentences or linking sentences through connectives) while global cohesion refers to cohesion between larger chunks of text such as paragraphs (e.g., noun overlap between paragraphs in a text). Overall text cohesion refers to the incidence of cohesion features in an entire text, but not in comparison to other parts of the text (e.g., lexical diversity which is calculated as the repetition of words across a text).

1.6.4 ReaderBench
ReaderBench (RB) is an automated software framework that integrates text mining techniques, advanced natural language processing, and social network analysis tools in order to predict and assess learner comprehension [11, 12]. ReaderBench is based on a cohesion-based representation of the discourse that can be applied to language from different educational sources (e.g., Computer Supported Collaborative Learning – CSCL – conversations conducted in MOOC, textual materials, or metacognitive explanations) [14]. In terms of CSCL analyses, RB introduces two computational models used to automatically assess collaboration based on social knowledge building and voice interanimation [15]. In addition, RB provides the bases for a multi-dimensional analysis of textual complexity applied on learner contributions that covers a multitude of factors ranging from classic readability formulas, surface metrics derived from automatic essay grading techniques, morphology, syntax indices, as well as a particular emphasis on semantics [13].

1.6.5 SEANCE
The SEntiment ANalysis and Cognition Engine (SEANCE) is a freely available sentiment analysis tool that relies on a number of pre-existing sentiment, social positioning, and cognition dictionaries. Unlike other sentiment analysis tools commonly used data mining studies (i.e., LIWC [33]), SEANCE is freely available and contains part of speech (POS) tags and valence features. SEANCE, TAALES, and TAACO are available at http://www.kristopherkyle.com/seance.html. SEANCE indices are taken from freely available source databases such as SenticNet [5, 6] and EmoLex [30, 31]. For many of these dictionaries, SEANCE also provides a negation feature (i.e., a contextual valence shifter) that ignores positive terms that are negated. The negation feature, which is based on [21], checks for negation words in the three words preceding a target word. SEANCE also includes the Stanford part of speech (POS) tagger [41] included in Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014). The POS tagger allows for POS tagged specific indices for nouns, verbs, and adjectives. POS tagging is an important component of sentiment analysis because unique aspects of sentiment may reside more strongly in adjectives or in verbs and adverbs [20, 40]. The SEANCE tool can report on almost 3,000 indices, but such a large number of indices can be unwieldy. Thus, SEANCE also reports on 20 component scores derived from the SEANCE indices.

1.7 Analyses
The click-stream variables and the indices reported by WAT, TAALES, TAACO, Reader Bench and SEANCE that yielded non-normal distributions were removed because they violated statistical assumptions. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to examine which variables reported differences between the postings written by students who successfully completed the course and those who did not. The MANOVA was followed by stepwise discriminant function analysis (DFA) using the selected NLP indices that demonstrated significant differences between those students who completed the course and those who did not, and did not exhibit multicollinearity (r > .90) with other indices in the set. In the case of multicollinearity, the index demonstrating the largest effect size...
was retained in the analysis. The DFA was used to develop an algorithm to predict group membership through a discriminant function co-efficient. A DFA model was first developed for the entire corpus of postings. This model was then used to predict group membership of the postings using leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) in order to ensure that the model was stable across the dataset.

### Table 1: MANOVA Results Predicting Whether Students Completed the MOOC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>$\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average weekly lecture coverage (online views)</td>
<td>64.049</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time before deadline for first attempt</td>
<td>20.920</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time before deadline for last attempt</td>
<td>18.879</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average page views</td>
<td>16.252</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of lectures accessed</td>
<td>15.173</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school essay score</td>
<td>12.800</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty component score</td>
<td>12.248</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type token ratio</td>
<td>11.962</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage of top 10 topics</td>
<td>11.601</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New threads started</td>
<td>11.098</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of words produced</td>
<td>11.137</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of contributions</td>
<td>10.835</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average post length</td>
<td>10.102</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinal numbers used</td>
<td>9.789</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concreteness</td>
<td>9.892</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall social knowledge building</td>
<td>9.284</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-gram frequency</td>
<td>9.309</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of voice inter-animation</td>
<td>9.222</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-gram frequency</td>
<td>8.869</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celex content word frequency (written) SD</td>
<td>7.774</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence of periods</td>
<td>7.642</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational cohesion</td>
<td>7.732</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word meaningfulness</td>
<td>7.549</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word hypernymy SD</td>
<td>7.388</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic similarity between paragraphs</td>
<td>7.397</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELEX content word frequency (spoken) SD</td>
<td>6.594</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical diversity M</td>
<td>6.373</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique named entities per paragraph</td>
<td>6.002</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of upvotes</td>
<td>5.973</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of entities per sentence</td>
<td>5.043</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of order per paragraph</td>
<td>4.985</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb polarity</td>
<td>4.566</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average forum reads</td>
<td>4.066</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical diversity MTLD</td>
<td>3.996</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**$p < .001$, *$p < .050$**

### 2. RESULTS

#### 2.1 MANOVA

A MANOVA was conducted using the click-stream and the NLP indices calculated by WAT, TAALES, TAACO, RB, and SEANCE as the dependent variables and the postings by students who completed the course and those who did not as the independent variables. The strongest predictors were click-stream variables followed by NLP variables. A number of click-stream variables related to videos viewed, time before turning in assignments, page views, and lectures views showed strong effect sizes. The NLP indices that showed strong effect sizes came from a range of different tools and measured a variety of language constructs including writing proficiency, fluency, local and global cohesion, sentiment, use of numbers, lexical sophistication, n-gram use, named entities, and social collaboration (see Table 1 for the MANOVA results). These indices were used in the subsequent DFA.

#### 2.2 Discriminant Function Analysis

A stepwise DFA using the indices selected through the MANOVA retained ten variables related to videos viewed, number of entities in the posts, post length, lexical sophistication, writing proficiency, time before deadline for completing assignments, cohesion between paragraphs, and certainty (see Table 2 for indices and standardized co-efficients). The remaining variables were removed as non-significant predictors.

### Table 2: Discriminant Function Co-efficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Co-efficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average weekly lecture coverage (online views)</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of entities per sentence</td>
<td>-0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average post length (sentences)</td>
<td>-0.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-gram frequency</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school essay score</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word hypernymy SD</td>
<td>-0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time before deadline for first attempt</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic similarity between paragraphs</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty component score</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word meaningfulness</td>
<td>-0.194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Confusion matrix for DFA classifying postings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Certificate</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Certificate</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOCV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Certificate</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Certificate</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results demonstrate that the DFA using these 10 indices correctly allocated 247 of the 320 participants in the total set, $\chi^2$
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3. DISCUSSION
Previous MOOC studies have investigated completion rates
even though click-stream data or NLP techniques. The current study
combines these two techniques to examine successful MOOC
completion, choosing these variables, instead of performance
variables and demographic information, in order to develop a
model that is actionable and non-tautological. The findings
indicate that variables based on click-stream data were the
strongest predictors of MOOC completion but that NLP variables
were also predictive. The click-stream variables that were most
predictive included the weekly lecture coverage (online views)
and how early students submitted their assignments. In terms of
language features, indices related to the number of entities in a
forum post, the post length (average number of sentences), the
overall quality of the written post, lexical sophistication, cohesion
between posts, and word certainty were also strong predictors of
MOOC completion. Such findings have important implications for
how students' interactions within the MOOC (i.e., observed
behaviors) and individual differences (in this case, language
skills) can be used to predict success.
The results indicate that those who completed the course
interacted more within the system on average (not cumulative)
and were more active in forums. For instance, in terms of course
interaction, students who had a greater weekly lecture coverage
(online views), turned in their assignments earlier, viewed more
pages, and accessed lectures more often were more likely to
complete the course. In addition, in terms of forum participation,
students who created more forum threads and contributed more
posts, gave upvotes more often, and read more forum posts were
more likely to complete the MOOC. These findings hold even
though completion depended solely on success on technical
assignments.

The linguistic results demonstrate that students who are more
likely to complete the MOOC produced higher quality writing
samples (as indicated by essay scoring algorithms) and, in some
cases, more sophisticated language as evidenced by less
meaningful (i.e., words with fewer associations), less concrete
words, and longer sentences (i.e., fewer sentences per post).
However, students who were more likely to complete the MOOC
also used more frequent words, bigrams, and trigrams. For a
cohesion perspective, students who were more likely to complete
the MOOC produced writing samples that were more coherent
with lower type-token ratios (i.e., greater repetition of words),
more cohesion between paragraphs (i.e., semantic similarity
between paragraphs), and greater use of connectives (i.e., order
connectives). From a content perspective, students more likely to
complete the MOOC used a greater incidence of cardinal numbers
and fewer named entities indicating a focus on numbers and not
names. Successful students were also more likely to stay on topic
(i.e., reporting higher on-topic relatedness and content coverage
scores) and were more likely to exhibit social collaboration (as
seen in cohesion building graphs). Lastly, from a sentiment
perspective, successful students expressed more certainty and
used more negative verbs (e.g., neglect, dislike).

To illustrate these findings, we present excerpts from two students
in the MOOC (students 97211 and 1780650, see Table 4 for
excerpts). Student 97211 completed the certificate (an average
score of 1), while student 1780650 did not complete the course or
receive a certificate (average score of .50). The linguistic and
click-stream data for each participant trend in a manner similar to
the co-efficients reported in the DFA (see Table 2 for the DFA co-
efficients). Mean scores for each of the linguistic indices and
click-stream variables are reported in Table 5.

| Table 4: Text excerpts from students that completed and did not complete the EDM MOOC |
|-----------------------------------------------|----------------|
| **Student 97211 (completed the MOOC)** |
| Yes, from the goal of finding temporal patterns (i.e. sequences), sequences of length 1 don't make much sense. After all, those were not included in the final slides of the GSP-algorithm part of the lecture. On the other hand: Why starts the algorithm with calculating support for the length-1-sequences? The algorithm ought to start with length 2 then. To understand the algorithm, I just took the letters as symbols, while you interpreted 'a' as "GAMING and BORED 5:05:20", 'd' as "GAMING and BORED 5:06:20" and so on. But what then is the meaning of triplet 'aad'? Two times gaming+bored at the same time and once again a minute later?? |
| **Student 1780650 (did not complete the MOOC)** |
| Hi, In the video lecture W5V3, the rule: If the student took advanced data mining, then the student took intro to statistics. The Support/Coverage = 2/11 (why not 7/11) Because the implication A=>B if B is true than the implication is always true (The student took advanced data mining doesn't matter anymore) And from the definition of Support/Coverage: Number of data points that fit the rule? (Fit means that the true is true? right?) Any ideas? |

| Table 5: Mean scores for selected students |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index/Variable</th>
<th>Student 97211</th>
<th>Student 1780650</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average videos viewed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of entities per sentence</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average post length</td>
<td>1.344</td>
<td>2.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-gram frequency</td>
<td>1.822</td>
<td>1.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school essay score</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word hypernymy SD</td>
<td>2.862</td>
<td>2.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time before deadline for first attempt</td>
<td>954201.25</td>
<td>-112404.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic similarity between paragraphs</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty component score</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word meaningfulness</td>
<td>96.004</td>
<td>100.691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The excerpts provide some indication of the linguistic differences between students who completed the MOOC and those that did not. For instance, student 97211, who completed the MOOC, used more certainty words (e.g., yes, ought to) and used longer sentences (i.e., fewer sentences per post). Student 1780650, who did not complete the MOOC, used short sentences, more meaningful words (e.g., student, true, number, idea), and less frequent trigrams (e.g., true is true). Such differences likely informed the writing quality algorithm as well, which indicated that student 97211’s posts were scored a 6 while student 1780650’s posts were scored a 4. However, it should be noted that these excerpts do not represent the entire population or even the entire sample size from each participant. Rather, the excerpts provide an illustration of linguistic trends that are likely captured on a much larger scale by the machine learning algorithms we employed in our analyses.

In terms of click-stream variables, student 97211, who completed the MOOC and received a certificate, viewed all the videos available on the MOOC, while student 1780650, who did not complete the MOOC, only viewed 19% of the videos. In addition, student 97211 had a positive time before the deadline for first attempt while student 1780650 had a negative time before the deadline for first attempt. These findings demonstrate that more successful students viewed more videos and turned in their assignments early.

Including both linguistic indices and click-stream variables offers an improvement over models based solely on linguistic features of about 10%, although we did use a greater number of linguistic features than previous research [9]. This provides some support for our hypothesis that better understanding student outcomes requires multiple sources of data and a variety of approaches because learning is not simple, but rather a complex process with multiple layers and time-scales. Relying on a single data source, such as language features alone, limits the potential for understanding student differences. However, combine language features with click-stream data improves both our understanding of student success and our predictive models.

The findings from this study have practical implications. As noted in previous studies [9], the models developed in this paper could be used to monitor MOOC students and potentially identify those students who are less likely to complete the course. Such students could then be targeted for interventions (e.g., sending e-mails, suggesting assignments or tutoring) to improve immediate engagement in the MOOC and promote long-term completion. Also as noted previously [9], models such as those developed here require students to produce language samples in order to conduct the NLP analysis. Language samples are not always readily available and not always required in MOOCs indicating that NLP is not a necessary requirement for automatically modeling student success. However, knowing that models need to be dynamic and knowing that the number and types of interactions available in a MOOC are not infinite, NLP techniques would seem a strong counterpart to click-stream data for developing rigorous models that are domain independent. MOOCs that want to take fuller advantage of models such as those reported here should offer and/or require students opportunities to interact in forums or produce language samples beyond forum spaces. Such samples could include collaborative chats or written assignments that can be automatically scored such as lecture summarizations. Once MOOCs start to involve a greater amount of language production, the models discussed here can be tested across class domains and the generalizability of combined models can be assessed. We presume that since tacit features of language (like many of those examined in this study) will remain stable across learners regardless of topic, models informed through both NLP and click-stream data can be expected to prove to be reliable across domains, although this remains to be tested in domains beyond the one studied in this paper (Educational Data Mining). Thus, future iterations of this work will examine MOOCs in other domains, MOOCs taught by other instructors, and MOOCs using other platforms.
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